Be The Best You Can Be
With CCSC

Monday 1st February 2021

Taken by Lois Walklett Y7

Taken by Rhiannon Kearns Y9

Taken by Sarann Phillips Y10

Week 20 (Lockdown 3.0 - week 5!)

Year
Y7
Y8
Y9
Y10

With Mr Whitehead
Curry

Chinese

Football
Cake
Beer
Loud
Snow
Wind

Rugby
Pie
Wine
Quiet
Sand
Rain

Coke

Pepsi

Blue

Red

Y11
Total

Event
logs
738 ↓
1379 ↑
894 ↓
797 ↑
765 ↑
4573 ↑

Best pupil

Best form

Aiden McHugh 7JST (34)
Sam Foster 8AG (56)
Lilly Cooper 9AK (42)
Tyler Hammersley 10DS (41)
Daisy Wheeler 11P (33)

7MC (181)
8LE (336)
9AR (163)
10DS (168)
11P (396)

315 ↓ Students have logged in this week and completed
11,682 ↓ questions to test their knowledge

Make sure
you log in
every
week
WHAT’S ON THIS WEEK…..
Online live lessons for all

Follow your normal timetable, join the live lessons, complete your work on one note
and finish any assignments/quizzes
DON’T FORGET à WAKE UP, LOG ON AND DO SOME WORK!!

Best Class
7/1y
8/2y
9/1y
10/1x
11/4

Word of the Week from
Dictionary Dee

Word of the week:

Happy

‘intransigent’
Adjective
unwilling or refusing to change one's views
or to agree about something.
Mrs Rutter’s
star pupils

Mr Swindells…..
Mr Swindells was

intransigent when
the student campaigned
for a four day school week.

In RE…
My atheist friend is

intransigent and
unwilling to listen to my
Christian views.

English Stars of the Week
DS: English- Aysha Yorukoglu Y11 for being the SPaG queen.
DS: Film Studies- Millie Powis Y10 for her dutiful study of ‘Grease’.
GA: Kyle Cooper Y11 - I’m so proud of how Kyle is starting to work more
independently whilst also challenging himself to look at a text more
perceptively. Keep it up!
KM: Izzy Boughey Y11 for her dedicated attitude to her studies. She
completes work to the best of her ability every time and strives to
improve time after time. Well done, Izz. Proud Melv.
AP: Tori Swindell Y9 she has worked incredibly hard to ensure a firm
understanding of Macbeth. Keep up the hard work. ☺
KDR: Millie Powis Y10- for her consistent effort in English. I know I can
always count on her for excellent contributions to class discussions and
she’s just all-round amazing!
KW: Millie Welsh Y8 – Always tries her best and is producing some
amazing extended writing.
EW: Grace Leonard Y11 for her enthusiasm and hard work in lessons,
and her fab independent learning 😊
Also, Sadie Huxley in Y7 has been submitting short stories for Mrs
Melvin to read too!

Spanish: Contento/a
French: Heureux/use
Italian: Contento/a
German: glücklich
8/4 Ocean-Concetta
Hancock, Poppy Pearson,
Angelena Waters
82x Sofia Shephard, Gracie
Hemmings, Starlet McBride
10/3 Olivia Swift, Molly
Ravenscroft, Jenny Lockett

These are all working incredibly
well in lessons. Bravo!!

BRAVO!
We are still very proud of all the students joining us
online and continuing to make progress. If you ever can’t
make a lesson, make sure you catch up with the work on
Class Notebook and are completing your Forms quizzes!
MFL Challenges
Well done to Rhiannon Kearns, Lois Walkett and Hannah
Chuter for your amazing MFL Challenge entries. We look
forward to receiving more from other students.
MFL Instagram Booster
Spanish: Ella Doe
French: Pagan Barmer, Thea Sherlock-Hammond, Lucy Clarke,
Sam Pye and Megan Wilkinson (they all got full marks!)
Italian: Ella Lim

Keep a look out for this week’s quizzes!

Netflix recommendation:
La vie scolaire (film)
In one of the poorest
areas of Paris, a school
counselor devotes herself to working with
disadvantaged students, while facing
challenges of her own.

MFL’s 30 day Challenge
The big launch of our 30 day challenge is
happening on Instagram this week!
Complete a task a day on the grid and submit your
evidence by the end of each week to receive ELs.
Those who complete the full 30 day challenge will
receive an extra special prize!
¡Suerte! Bonne chance! In bocca al lupo!

This weeks writing challenges

Rhiannon's Reading Recommendations
📚📚 Week three 📚📚

Miss Rafferty’s Book Recommendations!

So, Miss Rafferty has been wanting to read the
boy in the striped pyjamas for a while and she
forgot it was on her list of books to read so when
Miss Rafferty saw Rhiannon’s recommendations,
she ordered it and it came the other day and she
is absolutely hooked!!! She is on chapter 8 and it
is just absolutely brilliant!!
I love that Rhiannon is now inspiring
teachers to read <3

Aafreen in Y8 has been using BorrowBox a
reading app that you can download on your
phone.
To set up an account you have to use the
barcode off your library card and your library
pin, then select you local library. You can
search for authors to find a book and make
reading lists for books you want to read. You
can borrow and reserve eBooks and
eAudiobooks.
She hopes many of you enjoy the app as
much as she dpes.

Mrs Francis’ Book Recommendations!
Mrs Francis grew up in the 70’s and 80’s so there wasn’t much to do other than read! She loved books as a child and
could always be found in the local library at weekends. As a young teenager she discovered the books of Agatha Christie.
Her favourite is Murder on the Orient Express, as she managed to work out who the murderer was before Hercule Poirot!
She now loves to read a good thriller novel especially Harlan Coben, CL Taylor and Rachel Abbott. However, she still
enjoys re-reading the Christie novels over again.

Mrs Waterhouse’s Book Recommendations!
As a child, Mrs Waterhouse loved Roald Dahl, Enid Blyton and then later in life, J.K Rowling. Roald Dahl fiction never
seems to get old in Mrs Waterhouse’s eyes and her favourite is still ‘Matilda’. David Williams has done a brilliant job
of filling a ‘Roald Dahl’ gap in young fiction. Mrs Waterhouse’s favourite of his is ‘The Midnight Gang’.
Any books by and Anne Cassidy are also recommended. These are teen fiction novels and everyone Mrs Waterhouse
has read, she has loved. ‘Looking for JJ’ is an obvious classic that lots of pupils will have read, but she thinks that her
favourite is the ‘Dead House’. Again, these books are aimed at an older read. Please don’t blame Mrs Waterhouse if
you have nightmares!
Mrs Waterhouse’s favourite ’adult’ author at the moment is Mark Edwards. These books are from the thriller genre
and she doesn’t think she has read a poor title of his. Mrs Waterhouse’s favourite is ‘Follow you Home’. Again, quite
a dark and scary but just what she likes from a book

Mr Kelsall’s Book Recommendations!

Alan Turing by Maria
Isabel Sanchez Vegara
and Ashling Lindsay

There isn't lots of choice for books in the subject 🙁 it seems like the idea of coding, computers, and
algorithms don't always show people how much creativity the subject holds; beautiful prose and efficient
code are almost opposite in structure, so people don't see the beauty in code.
For less confident readers the life stories of Alan Turing and Ada Lovelace from the Little People Big Dreams
series are amazing; people have largely forgotten about them until recently but the impact they had on all
our lives due to their work as early computer scientists and mathematicians is difficult to articulate. For less
confident readers who want to learn about coding Josh Funk and Sara Pelacois has written two good picture
books, How to Code a Sandcastle and How to Code a Rollercoaster

Ada Lovelace by Isabel
Sanchez Vegara and
Zafouko Yamamoto

Elijah Clowes 7LCA

Sam Foster 8AG

For really coming
out of his shell in live
lessons, putting his
hand up more and
pushing himself.

For being the first
person in Y8 to earn
over 300 ELs!

Sonia Ahmed 7JST
For working hard in
school and
completing all of her
work to the highest
standard.

#200 Club
Trinity Mudryj Y7
Lois Walklett Y7
Maisy Baker George Y9
Lilly Cooper Y9
Joseph Ravenscroft Y9
Jessica Roberts Y9
Oliver Taylor Y9
Gracie Watt Y9

150 Event Logs
Megan Allen 7ND
Casey Colclough 7MC
Ellie Hawley 7ND
Theo Matthews 7LCA
Lauren Simpkin 7SR
Brooklyn Winsper 7LCA
Aiden McHugh 7JST
Olivia Pye 7JST
Lily-Mo Morgan 7JWI
Poppy Blackshaw 7MC
Sadie Huxley 7MC
Cain Meadon 7MC

Ocean-Concetta
Hancock 8LE
For fantastic
participation in the
online lessons this
week

#300 Club
Kiera Aldridge
Ben Davenport
Ella Lim

Kharli Morris 9IR

Tyler Hammersley
10DS

Andy Vernall 11P

For putting in the extra
Great week collecting
effort in her live
lots
of event logs during
lessons. Keep it up.
his live lessons.
George Royse 9KDR
Molly Philpot 10KE
For an excellent week
collecting event logs. Absolute outstanding
skill shown in the 60
seconds kick up
challenge. Molly's
dedication to football is
also shown in her
school work.

EL

For his consistent
hard work across all
of his subjects.
Ayasha Yorukoglu
11NW
For always giving
100% and striving to
ensure her work is
the best it can be. It
is keeping Mrs Baker
very busy with
marking!

Club

Hannah Chuter Y10 has been taking part in an online
course courtesy of British Gymnastics.
The 'I Can I Am' programme provides learners with a
series of challenges designed to test and build their
resilience, preparing them for a return to education
environments following the impact of lockdown and the
coronavirus.

LOIS WALKLETT,
LIBBERTY SALT,
PAIGE
VAUGHAN,OLIVIA
PYE,MATTHEW
EARDLEY and ELI
GRODEN

Miss Meakin would
to give a huge well
done to these
students for their
OUTSTANDING
book reviews in
their S.P.A.G
lessons.
Keep up the GREAT
work!

‘The 60 second Challenge’
This week is STAR JUMPS!
Check out CCSC PE Instagram
to see live leaderboard.

Challenge
Mr Cartlidge
@ Chess!
WHITE to move…..

Checkmate in 3 moves
What are the moves?????

Oak Academy/
National Literacy
Virtual Library
The library will provide a book a week
from its author of the week, exclusive
videos and their top three
recommended reads.
This week Author of the week is

Nizrana Farook
https://library.thenational.academy

This week’s top MFL Kahooters are:
Y7 Sarah W / Reece E
Y8 Aafreen A/ Nathan P
Y9 Izzy C/ Maddison E/ Liam E
Y10 Bryony Bowen/ Sam Pye/Lexxie I
Y11 Aysha Y
This week, we are also doubling the
challenge with our new favourite quiz
site ‘Blooklet’. Have a go at you year
group’s quizzes!

Maths
Challenge

Outstanding achievements
made this week in Maths!!

The Bugatti Veyron 16.4 Super Sport
produces 1184hp and has a 0 - 60 time
of 2.6 seconds.

The Tesla Model ‘S’ produces 735kW
and has a 0 - 60 time of 2.28 seconds.
But which produces
the most power?

Maths Challenge
If I convert to Horse Power
746w = 1 hp
735,000 ÷ 746 = 985.3hp (Tesla hp)
Or
If I convert to kW
1184 x 746 = 883,264w = 883kW (Bugatti kW)
So even though the Bugatti produces more power, it is slower up to 60mph. However the
top speed of the Tesla is around 200mph and the Bugatti is around 260mph.

Gender
Diversity

Chess
White queen H6 à H7 captures the black pawn CHECK!
Black king captures the white queen
White rook F4 à H4 and delivers CHECK!
Black queen F8 à H6
White rook captures black queen and delivers CHECKMATE!

Gender Identity is your internal
and psychological sense of
yourself as a woman, a man,
both, in between or neither. Only
you can determine your gender
identity.

LAST
WEDNESDAY
WAS
Holocaust
Memorial Day
2nd

LGBT History Month,
National Storytelling Week,
World Wetlands Day, 4th World Cancer Day

Have an idea, event or news that you want to share in next
week’s edition please email
Miss Edwards kedwards@ccsc.staffs.sch.uk

